A title is a short summary that represents document's main theme. Title can help the reader to have the main idea without reading the entire document. To generate a title for a document, we have to select appropriate words as title words and put them in sequence. The process of generating title for a given document by using machine, can be done by using summarization approaches or by using Statistical approaches or by combing both. For a given document, selecting appropriate words for generating a title by using any available approach mainly depends on the characteristics of the language. In this paper ,we have examined the influence of the language characteristics in the process of title word selection by using the Naïve Bayes probabilistic approach ( called BMW Model ) on the documents which are available in the language ' Telugu '. And also we have investigated the influence of word weight for the selection of title words in BMW Model. By using F1 metric, we have evaluated the title word selection process.
1.INTRODUCTION
A title is a compact representation of a document which contains document's main theme, so that readers can quickly identify the information that is of interest to them. Title of a document is distinctively different from abstract of a document. Titles represents most important theme of the input text while abstracts use relatively more words and reflect many important points of the input text [13] . The process of automatic title generation (ATG)needs to have the knowledge about the content of a document and the knowledge to create a title in a human readable sequence [1] that actually reflects the content in only a few words. This specific nature distinguishes automatic title generation from text summarization [7] and information retrieval [8] .
Automatic title generation, can be used for different applications such as summarizing emails and web pages etc.. for mobile phones and PDAs,to generate titles for retrieved documents by most commercial search engines. Also ATG can be used to create titles for speech recognition transcripts, machine-translated documents. ATG can also be used create titles in one language where as the documents are written in another language which is known as cross-lingual title generation,so that it can be quite useful to cross-lingual information retrieval task.
Automatic title generation approaches can be broadly divided into two categories such as text summarization based approaches and Statistical learning approaches [13] . In text summarization based approaches title can be treated as a summary with very short length and can apply these approaches directly on to the document to get the title. We can use directly the existing methods in the field of text summarization for title generation. The quality of generated title becomes very poor when the compression on the summary of a document falls below a specific threshold [4] .
Statistical approaches are based on learning the relation between the title and the document from training corpus, and based on this knowledge title can be created for test document. These approaches can be easily applied to different domains and to different languages fo ATG with small modifications [13] . Statistical based approaches can be used for cross-lingual title generation i.e. document is in one language where as its title can be available in another language. The performance of statistical approaches heavily depends on training corpus size. Statistical based approaches requires to find the relation between title and document words leads to utilization more computational resources.
Telugu is a Dravidian language. It is the official language of Andhra Pradesh, one of the largest states of India. Telugu language has the third largest number of native speakers in india (74 millions) and is 13th in the Ethnologue list of most-spoken languages world wide. Telugu is a complex morphological variant language in which it contains more number of morphological variations for the words when compared with the language English [10] . One of the major issues related to Indic scripts is linked with the heuristic grammar rules on individual words in the representative form of pluralities, present and past tenses etc. The resultant is found to be multiplicity in vocabulary.
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The basic philosophy of language representation reflecting the phonetic sequences is the basis for the complexity involved in Telugu. More amount of complexity is involved when a large set of grammar rules are applied to combine two or three words formulating into a single word. Supervised learning strategies are yet to be explored under the pretext of linguistic knowledge exploration. The individual syllable, which is the representative structure of the canonical structure ((C)C)CV [10] , posses many to one correspondence in the form of code sequences.
From a research point of view based on the language characteristics , Title generation offers plenty of challenges in Natural language processing and Natural language synthesis
2.BMW MODEL FOR TITLE GENERATION
The first statistical framework for Automatic title generation was proposed by Banko, Mittal and Witbrock [11] . In this paper, we refer it as the 'BMW model'. In BMW model the title generation task is divided into the two phases i.e., in the first phase, selecting appropriate words which are suitable as title words known as 'content selection phase'.In the second phase, organizing the selected title words into a sequence. This phase is known as surface realization phase ( Title word ordering phase) [1] . According to BMW model the whole process of title generation can be represented in the form of In order to estimate the appropriateness of a word w i as a title word for the document D i.e finding P  w i ∈T / w i ∈D  using Naïve Bayes approach as in equation
According to the equation 2.2, probability of selecting a word as a title word can be calculated by simply count how many documents have word w i in the document D and in its corresponding title T, and divide it by the number of documents containing word w i and use this ratio as the approximation for
bigram statistical language model is used to order the chosen title words into the sequence [3] .
From the above description it is observed that, the performance of title word selection method influenced by the constraint P  w i ∈T / w i ∈D  which constrains the choice of title words and does not allow words outside of the document to be used as words in the title. This limitation prevents the work from being applied to cross lingual title generation in which titles and documents are written in different languages.
BMW MODEL ON INDIC SCRIPT
In this paper we have evaluated the BMW model on Indic script ' Telugu ' to understand the influence of characteristics of the language in the process selecting Title words as a part of Title generation process. And also we have studied the influence word weight in process of selecting the title words for the document ' D ' .
Selection of title words
In the BMW model , process of title generation T for the document D consists of two phases. Namely title word selection phase and title word ordering phase. Title word selection can be done by using Naïve Bayes probabilistic approach as already discussed in 2.2.According to equation 2.2, we can simply count how many documents have word w in their titles and in its body, and divide it by the number of documents containing word w in their bodies and use the ratio as the approximation for P  w i ∈T / w i ∈D  .
Influence of word frequency for title word selection
We have studied the influence of word frequency as word weight ' wf ' as a part word weighting scheme for title word selection problem [3] . The constraint in BMW that which
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automatically eliminates the common words from the word selection process, such that only the content words are going to participate in the word selection process. Hence it is required to see the influence of the word weight in the word selection.
CASE 1:
Calculate the score for the word w i without considering the word weight. i.e. Score is calculated as in equation 2.2. where , P(w T w D) represents count of word ' ∈ ∧ ∈ w ' occurs both at training document body and at its title in the training corpus. P (w D) represents count of word ' w ' occurs ∈ at training document body in the training corpus. Then the words with highest scores will be selected as title words for the document D.
CASE 2:
Calculate the score for the word w i , by considering the frequency of the word within the document. i.e. Score can be calculated as in equation 2.4
where , P (w T w D) represents count of word ' w ' occurs ∈ ∧ ∈ both at training document body and at its title in the training corpus. P (w D) represents count of word ' w ' occurs at ∈ training document body in the training corpus. WW(wi , D) is the number of occurrence of document word w i in the document D. Then the words with highest score will be selected as title words for the document D.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental dataset was gathered from Famous Telugu News Papers ' Eenadu ' and ' Sakshi ' from the web during the year 2010 -2011 in the unicode format. There are a total of 3000 documents and corresponding titles in the corpus. The training dataset is formed by picking three document-title pairs from every four pairs in the original corpus. Thus, the size of training corpus was 2250 documents with corresponding titles. The remaining 750 documents are used for testing. By separating training and test dataset in this way, we ensure a overlap in the topic content between the training set and the test set, which gives the statistical learning algorithms a chance to play a significant role in the title generation process.
RESULTS
In this paper, we measure the quality of selected title words using the BMW approach by comparing with the human assigned title words. More specifically, we use the F1 metric which have been broadly used in the field of Information Retrieval and which has been proved a good evaluation metric [13] to measure the quality of selected title words.
The F1 measure can be calculated by using precision and recall as in equation 5.1
F1=
2 * precision * recall precision+recall
where, precision is the number of common words in machine generated title T machine and human-generated title T human divided by length of machine-generated title T machine as in
recall is defined as the number of common words in machinegenerated title T machine and human-generated title T human divided by the human-generated title T human as in equation
5.3
T human represents the human generated title, where as T human represents the machine generated title. Precision shows, in the title generated by computer, the percentage of words being "correct". Meanwhile recall gives the percentage of "correct" words that computer has selected, among the title assigned by human subjects. F1 measure balances both precision and recall measures. The First six title words having Highest scores were selected , as the average number of title words for training documents in the training corpus is six.
F1 measure for title word selection
We have calculated the F1 measure on our training corpus for set of test documents. by using equation 2.2.Then selected the first six high score words a title words According to [13] The example title words generated by without considering word weight, with considering word weight and reference title words for sample of five documents are presented in 
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE SCOPE
Telugu language has the third largest number of native speakers in India is 13th in the Ethnologue list of most-spoken languages world wide. The number of text documents available on the web and in the automation process of Government, the collection text documents increasing enormously day by day. Hence analysis of text documents written in Telugu language for different applications is mandatory. In this paper we investigated the problem of title word selection in the process of title generation for a given text document by using BMW approach. And also we try to explore the impact of word weight on Title word selection by using BMW approach. when compared, F1 measure on Telugu corpus is 1.3 percent less than the F1 measure on English corpus due to Telugu has more complex morphological variations when compared with English so that content words belongs to same root word are distributed as more words when compared with English leads to less F1 measure. Similarly the study on impact word weight on title word selection shows that considering the word frequency of content words in selecting title words gives more appropriate title words than without considering word frequency of content words.
As a future work,Telugu is complex morphological language, and it has more morphological variations when compared with the language 'English' , to increase the title word selection efficiency i.e. To represent the content of the document in the form of a title words more effectively , a detailed study is in the angle of morphological variations required. The problem of Title generation is to be addressed. Different machine learning approaches to be addressed to get more appropriate title words for the given document. The deficiency of BMW approach to be addressed. The impact of common words on Headline generation to be addressed.
